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structures, twisted-pyramidalized, hydrogen-migrated, and ethylidene CIs. In contrast to the linear response
time-dependent density functional theory, which predicts a purely twisted geometry without
pyramidalization as the S1 global minimum, SFDFT gives a pyramidalized structure. Therefore, this is the first
correct optimization of CI points of twisted ethylene by the DFT method. The calculated energies and
geometries are in good agreement with those obtained by the multireference configuration interaction (MR-
CI) method and the multistate formulation of second-order multireference perturbation theory (MS-
CASPT2).
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Conical intersections (CIs) of ethylene have been successfully determined using spin-flip density functional
theory (SFDFT) combined with a penalty-constrained optimization method. We present in detail three structures,
twisted-pyramidalized, hydrogen-migrated, and ethylidene CIs. In contrast to the linear response time-dependent
density functional theory, which predicts a purely twisted geometry without pyramidalization as the S1 global
minimum, SFDFT gives a pyramidalized structure. Therefore, this is the first correct optimization of CI points
of twisted ethylene by the DFT method. The calculated energies and geometries are in good agreement with
those obtained by the multireference configuration interaction (MR-CI) method and the multistate formulation
of second-order multireference perturbation theory (MS-CASPT2).
Conical interactions (CIs)1-5 are well-known to play a vital
role in photochemical reactions involving ultrafast dynamics
on electronically excited states. Since they provide efficient
relaxation pathways of photoexcited molecules, it is important
to determine the CI points in order to elucidate the mechanisms
of photochemical reactions. A minimum-energy CI (MECI)
point can be located routinely by the state-averaged complete
active space self-consistent field (SA-CASSCF) method because
the analytical gradient and derivative coupling vectors are
available to specify the CI seam. However, dynamic electron
correlation effects are not taken into account at the SA-CASSCF
level. Recently, Mori and Kato6 have formulated the analytic
derivative coupling of the multistate second-order perturbation
theory for the SA-CASSCF reference (MS-CASPT2) and
pointed out the importance of dynamic electron correlation
effects to evaluate potential energy surfaces and geometries at
the MECI points.
Time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT)7-9 is an
alternative approach to take account of dynamic correlation
effects for describing electronically excited states. Although
TDDFT has been employed routinely to describe the excited-
state properties of large molecular systems, its applicability to
a CI search is problematic for several reasons. First, organic
molecules at CI points are often described as biradicals, and
thus, the application of single-reference theory is not appropriate.
Ethylene, as a simple example, undergoes cis-trans isomer-
ization in its excited states, and the CI points and relevant
reaction dynamics have been extensively studied to explain the
observed short excited-state lifetime.10-21 It has been predicted
that at one of the CI points, the twisting of the CC double bond
is accompanied by the pyramidalization of one CH2 group.
Linear response (LR) TDDFT with the B3LYP functional,
however, predicts a purely twisted geometry without pyrami-
dalization to be the S1 global minimum, while all of the previous
calculations by the SA-CASSCF(4,7)13 (four electrons in seven
orbitals), multireference configuration interaction (MR-CI),15 and
MS-CASPT220 methods predict a twisted-pyramidalized struc-
ture. This is due to the fact that LR-TDDFT allows only single
excitations from the πRπ ground state. The first and second
excited states of twisted (D2d) ethylene are Z and V valence
states, which are described as a linear combination of the
reference πRπ and doubly excited πR*π* configurations. There-
fore, the simplest CASSCF calculation would employ a (2,2)
active space. Previous calculations have shown that the pyra-
midalization develops a sizable dipole moment (sudden polar-
ization effect) and lowers the V state energy.14,15,20,22,23 Therefore,
it is necessary to account for double excitation character of the
V state to predict the correct CI between the ground and V states.
The LR-TDDFT method, however, cannot model such a doubly
excited configuration. As a result, it predicts a purely twisted
(not pyramidal) structure. Second, in the vicinity of CI points,
LR-TDDFT gives too rapid a change in the potential energy
curves. In addition, the response state becomes lower in energy
than the reference state. To circumvent these problems that are
inherent in the LR-TDDFT method, Levine et al.20 have
suggested the possibility of a spin-flip TDDFT (or simply
“SFDFT”) approach24,25 to locate the CI points. The spin-flip
approach has been applied successfully to calculate low-lying
singlet and triplet states in biradicals.26 In contrast to the
conventional LR-TDDFT method, SFDFT employs the triplet
RR(MS ) +1) state as the reference and allows only R f 
spin-flipped excitations. When the πRπR* triplet state of ethylene
is selected as the reference, the doubly excited configuration
πR*π* is taken into account as a single spin-flip excitation.
Furthermore, SFDFT treats both the S0 and S1 states on an equal
footing as the response states, while the S0 state is always the
reference state in LR-TDDFT.
The main purpose of the present study is to examine the
accuracy of the SFDFT method for predicting the energies and
geometries of CI points. The penalty-constrained minimization
approach20,21 is adopted to avoid computing the derivative
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coupling vectors. It is not trivial to obtain these vectors due to
the lack of a wave function, although several methods have been
proposed.27-30 The present study reports the successful location
of the ethylene CI points using the SFDFT method combined
with the penalty-constrained optimization method. Presented in
detail are three structures, twisted-pyramidalized (PY), hydrogen-
migrated (HM), and ethylidene (ET) CIs. The calculated
energies and geometries are in good agreement with those
obtained by the MR-CI15 and MS-CASPT2 methods.21
Within the original SFDFT formulation,24,31 the excitation
energy Ω and transition amplitude X are obtained by solving
the Hermitian matrix equation
AX ) ΩX (1)
Only the spin-flipped block, that is, the R component, is allowed
to be nonzero for the coupling matrix A and the transition amplitude
X. The SFDFT coupling matrix A is given by
Aia,jb ) (εa - εi)δijδab - cx〈ia|jb〉 (2)
where i and a refer to occupied R and virtual  orbitals,
respectively. {εi, εa} are the orbital energies obtained by solving
the ground-state unrestricted Kohn-Sham equation for the
RR(MS ) +1) triplet state, and cx is a mixing weight of the
Hartree-Fock exchange integral in the hybrid functional. In
contrast to the conventional LR-TDDFT method, the Coulomb
integrals, one of the exchange integrals, and the exchange-
correlation kernel are zero due to the spin orthogonality.
In order to locate an intersection between states I and J, one
minimizes the following objective function20,21
f(R, σ) ) EI(R) + EJ(R)2 + σ
[EI(R) - EJ(R)]2
EI(R) - EJ(R) + R
(3)
where state I is taken to be the upper state. The R is a smoothing
parameter to make eq 3 differentiable in the neighborhood of a
conical intersection, and σ is a Lagrange multiplier. The function
f is minimized with fixed σ. If the resultant energy gap between
the two states is larger than the threshold, σ is increased,
and the optimization is restarted. The parameter σ is increased
until the energy difference between the two states becomes
less than the threshold. In other words, eq 3 optimizes the
average energy of states I and J with the constraint that the
energy gap between the two states is zero.
The SFDFT energy and analytic gradient were implemented
in the electronic structure code GAMESS (General Atomic and
Molecular Electronic Structure System).32,33 The BHHLYP
hybrid functional (50% Hartree-Fock plus 50% Becke ex-
change34 with Lee-Yang-Parr correlation35) was employed in
this work because SFDFT benchmark calculations suggest better
performance with a larger fraction of Hartree-Fock exchange.24
The basis sets employed were 6-31G(d,p) and aug-cc-pVTZ.36,37
The former was used in the MS-CASPT2 study of ref 21 and
the latter in the MR-CI calculations in ref 15. The Broyden-
Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shannon (BFGS) quasi-Newton scheme
was adopted to minimize the objective function in eq 3. The
same optimization criteria, thresholds, and parameters were used
as discussed in ref 21, where three criteria were considered to
achieve convergence, the change in the objective function f and
the parallel and perpendicular components of the gradient of f
with respect to the direction of the gradient vector of the penalty
(the second term in eq 3). They were minimized simultaneously
to be lower than a given threshold. No symmetry constraint
was applied during the CI optimizations.
The three CIs were successfully located by the SFDFT
method and may be compared with the calculated energies and
geometries obtained by the SA-CASSCF(2,2)/6-31G(d,p), MS-
CASPT2/6-31G(d,p), and MR-CISD+Q/aug-cc-pVTZ (MR-CI)
methods. The SA-CASSCF(2,2) and MS-CASPT2 methods
employed the penalty-constrained MECI optimization ap-
TABLE 1: Selected Geometrical Parameters at the Equilibrium and CI Points of Ethylene Obtained with SF-BHHLYP/
6-31G(d,p) (aug-cc-pVTZ)a
CC CH ∠CCH
(S0)min (D2h) 1.327 1.077 121.7
(1.322) (1.074) (121.6)
C1C2 C2H5 C2H6 ∠C1C2H5 ∠C1C2H6 (ω)b θc
twisted-pyr (PY) 1.383 1.098 1.142 114.1 89.3 65.9
(1.378) (1.099) (1.133) (112.7) (93.8) (66.8)
H-migration (HM) 1.337 1.057 1.162 162.0 75.9 0.0
(1.336) (1.055) (1.160) (161.8) (77.1) (0.3)
ethylidene (ET) 1.436 1.061 155.2
(1.434) (1.060) (156.1)
a Bond lengths are in angstroms, and angles are in degrees. Atom numbering is given in Figure 1 b Defined as the migration angle.
c Pyramidalization angle θ defined as the out-of-plane angle from bond C1C2 to plane C2H5H6.
TABLE 2: Relative Energies (in eV) at the Equilibrium and CI Points of Ethylenea
SF-BHHLYP MS-CASPT2b MR-CISD+Qc
6-31G(d,p) aug-cc-pVTZ 6-31G(d,p) aug-cc-pVTZ
(S0)min 11Ag 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
11B1u 8.35 7.67 8.67 7.80
twisted-pyr (PY) 11A 4.84 4.71 4.81 4.50
21A 4.85 4.73 4.82 4.54
H-migration (HM) 11A 5.47 5.28 5.17
21A 5.49 5.30 5.16
ethylidene (ET) 11A 4.58 4.47 4.71 4.57
21A 4.60 4.49 4.73 4.56
a Relative energies with respect to the ground-state minimum for the respective level of theory. b CIs are determined by the penalty
constrained optimization, ref 21. c CIs are optimized by the analytical gradients and nonadiabatic coupling terms, ref 15.
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proach,21 and the MR-CI CI points were determined using the
analytic gradients and derivative coupling vectors in ref 15.
Only the lowest valence V (1B1u) state is considered here.
Tables 1 and 2 summarize the optimized geometries for the
ground state and the vertical excitation energies, respectively.
The ground-state geometrical parameters are in reasonable
agreement with those obtained by the MR-CI method,15 1.337
Å, 1.083 Å, and 121.5° for the CC and CH bonds and the CCH
angle, respectively. The vertical SF-BHHLYP excitation energy,
at the S0-optimized geometry, of the valence N f V (1Ag f
1B1u) transition is calculated to be 8.35 and 7.67 eV with the
6-31G(d,p) and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets, respectively. These are
comparable to the 8.67 and 7.80 eV obtained by MS-CASPT2/
6-31G(d,p) and MR-CI/aug-cc-pVTZ, respectively. The SF-
BHHLYP/aug-cc-pVTZ vertical excitation energy is in very
good agreement with the previously reported computational
values13,15,38,39 and with the experimental absorption maximum
of 7.66 eV40 and the corrected value of 7.8 eV.41
Using SFDFT combined with the constrained optimization
leads successfully to the three CI geometries, PY, HM, and
ET (Figure 1). Special attention is paid to three geometrical
parameters, the pyramidalization angle θ, which is defined as
the out-of-plane angle from the C1C2 bond to the C2H5H6 plane,
the C1C2H6 angle (ω) corresponding to the hydrogen migration,
and the C1C2 bond length. For the PY geometry (Figure 1a),
SF-BHHLYP gives a correct pyramidalized CI in contrast to
LR-TDDFT. As shown in Table 1, SF-BHHLYP/6-31G(d,p)
predicts θ ) 66° and ω ) 89°, while MS-CASPT2 gives θ )
58° and ω ) 78°. Therefore, SF-BHHLYP tends to underesti-
mate the degree of migration. This may be attributed to spin
contamination in the response states.42 Of the three CI structures,
the PY has the largest spin contamination for the S0 and S1
states. The MS-CASPT2/6-31G(d,p) study illustrates that dy-
namic electron correlation affects the C1C2 bond of PY, 1.410
Å compared to the SA-CASSCF/6-31G(d,p) prediction of 1.386
Å. Interestingly, the SF-BHHLYP/6-31G(d,p) value of 1.383
Å is close to the SA-CASSCF/6-31G(d,p) result.
The HM geometry (Figure 1b) has a planar C1C2H5H6 group
(θ ∼ 0°), and the symmetry of HM is nearly Cs with no
symmetry constraint during the optimization. There is also a
significant decrease in the distance between the migrating H6
atom and the accepting C1 atom, as well as the migration angle
ω, 1.561 Å and 77.1° compared with 1.841 Å and 93.8° in the
PY structure at the SF-BHHLYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level. Note that
the HM CI is not a true minimum on the crossing seam but
rather a transition state along the path connecting the two
equivalent PY forms.13-15
In order to describe the ET species (Figure 1c), it is essential
to employ a method (e.g., the SFDFT method) that can account
for multireference character. Since ET has a carbene-like
structure, a two-electron in two-orbital model is required to
represent the three low-lying singlet states. SFDFT can treat
these three states on an equal footing by spin-flip single
excitations from the triplet carbene. The CC bond length of the
ET structure is ∼0.11 Å longer than that of the ground-state
equilibrium geometry (1.327 Å). This elongation is not observed
for the other two CI species. The ET structure is minimally
dependent on the theoretical level, and the SFDFT-optimized
geometry is in good agreement with those predicted by the MS-
CASPT2 (MR-CI) calculations, 1.440 Å (1.448 Å) for the C1C2
bond length and 153.8° (155.1°) for the C1C2H5 angle.
Now, consider the CI energies predicted by the SF-BHHLYP
method (Table 2). At the CI geometries, the energy gap between
the two states in each structure is very small, less than 0.02
eV; therefore, the average of the S0 and S1 CI energies is defined
as the CI energy in the following discussion. The relative
energies with respect to the ground-state minimum are in good
agreement with those predicted by MS-CASPT2 and MR-CI,
although the energetic order of the three CI points is slightly
different. SF-BHHLYP/aug-cc-pVTZ predicts ET to be lower
in energy than the PY form by 0.24 eV, while MR-CISD
predicts the PY and ET CIs to be isoenergetic. Nevertheless,
both methods predict that the HM structure is higher in energy
than the other two CI geometries. The energy difference between
the PY and HM geometries is estimated to be 0.57 and 0.65
eV by the SF-BHHLYP/aug-cc-pVTZ and MR-CI methods,
respectively.
Finally, consider the behavior of the SF-BHHLYP/6-31G(d,p)
potential energy curves near the PY CI point. The twisting (τ)
and H6 migration (ω) angles (see Figure 1) were selected to
distort the CI geometry, while all of the other geometrical
parameters were fixed.43 The SA-CASSCF(4,7) study by Ben-
Nun and Martı´nez shows that the former coordinate corresponds
approximately to the interstate nonadiabatic coupling vector and
the latter to the gradient vector of the potential energy difference
between the two states.13 These two vectors form a plane called
the branching space, and the nuclear displacement in this plane
lifts the degeneracy of the CI point.1 For comparison, in the
present work, potential energy surfaces were constructed with
the SA-CASSCF(2,2)/6-31G(d,p) method, adopting the PY
geometry in ref 21. Figure 2 compares the potential energy
curves along the twisting (∆τ) and C1C2H6 angles (∆ω) around
the PY S0/S1 CI point. The SF-BHHLYP/6-31G(d,p) curves
(solid lines) are in qualitatively good agreement with those
obtained by the SA-CASSCF(2,2)/6-31G(d,p) method (dashed
lines). No rapid change in energy is observed for the SFDFT
method. It is encouraging that SFDFT can provide qualitatively
correct behavior of potential energy curves in the vicinity of a
CI point. Therefore, it would be interesting to examine the
applicability of the SFDFT method to CI points of large
molecular systems.
The present study has applied the SFDFT method, combined
with the penalty-constrained optimization method, to locate the
CIs of ethylene. Three CI points have been successfully
determined, PY, HM, and ET. The SFDFT is the first DFT-
based method that gives the correct PY geometry; the LR-
TDDFT gives a purely twisted structure without pyramidaliza-
tion due to the lack of double excitation character. The energies
and geometries are in good agreement with those obtained by
the MR-CI and MS-CASPT2 methods.
The successful description of the CI structures by the SFDFT
method is very promising. For example, it is interesting to
describe the CIs of solvated molecules.18,44-48 The effective
fragment potential (EFP) method49 provides a polarizable force
field to describe intermolecular interactions based on the ab initio
methods. The energy and analytical gradient codes of the LR-
TDDFT have been interfaced with the EFP method,50,51 and the
extension to a SFDFT/EFP is straightforward. Another attractive
Figure 1. Geometries for the CIs of ethylene: (a) twisted-pyramidalized
(PY), (b) hydrogen migration (HM), and (c) ethylidene (ET) CIs. Also
shown are three important coordinates, the pyramidalization angle (θ),
the H6 migration angle (ω), and the twisting angle (τ).
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future direction is the nonadiabatic dynamics of photoexcited
molecules. Several studies have been performed on the basis
of TDDFT/nonadiabatic molecular dynamics.52-57 In order to
combine the SFDFT with the nonadiabatic simulation, it is
necessary to derive the nonadiabatic coupling elements within
the framework of SFDFT. Although it is not trivial to define
them because of the lack of a wave function in DFT-based
methods, several approaches27-30 have been proposed and shown
to be useful. Work is in progress along these lines.
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